Those Honored At The
2021 Pine Ridge Ice Candle Ceremony

Rita Brazeau

Tillie Halteman

Miles Hoffman

Beverly Rees

Sandra Chappy

Ellen Harasym

Oscar Hoffman

Dr. Dede Tsianou

Eric Dalzell

Pat Harasym

Connie Lake

Gorden Dalzell

Russel Harasym

Dwight Newcomer

Lloyd Zapf

Violet Dalzell

Herb Hicks

Ruth Newcomer

Hazel Fuiten

Ben Hochstetler

Florence Nolet

Ralph Halteman

Clara Hochstetler

Mona Koval

Bruce Donig
Cynthia Donig
Jerel Johnson
Billy Koval

Community Calendar

Town Office
Closed
Good Friday

Easter Day

Town Office
Closed
Easter Monday

Community
Market

Notes: Reminder ServiceOntario is open
Tuesdays and Thursdays
8:00 am –4:30 pm
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Community Notice

The Betty Johnson Clinic
Starting April 12th, we will have a full time nurse at the clinic.
To make an appointment call the clinic at (807)928-2047
Hours are 8:00 am –4:00 pm

We would like to welcome our new RN Daisy Sugarhead!
In case of an emergency, please call the Ambulance Base at 928-2255

*Reminders*
On May 25th to the 27th DiveTest will be here
To book your appointment, you can call 1-800-489-8450 or go online at
https://drivetest.ca/

As of April 1st fire season starts ABSOLUTELY NO DAYTIME
BURNING. Burning is permitted 2 hours before sunset until 2
hours before sunrise. Please keep aware of burning restrictions.
Thank you!
Call out for Previous Committee Members!
If you have served on the Recreation Committee, Community Economic Development
Committee, Tourism Steering Committee, Black Fly Festival Committee or volunteered
at such events in the past few years and are still interested in being on these
committees/volunteering, please reach out to the Township Office (807-928-2034) and
let us know! Committees will be reforming, and we would enjoy having members who
have served in the past few years contact us in order to begin the process of reforming
these committees.
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Early Travels On The 599 Corridor
Michael Vavra

For publication in the Savant-Sturgeon Tourist Outfitters Association lure booklet for the 1955
sport show season. Further research into the Corridor has yielded a wealth of information about this region and it is very hard to choose a topic to write about. However, while doing , I have been honored to
meet and talk with several charismatic, knowledge-able, and in general, colorful folks, that have lived in
this region for many years. Their knowledge of the growth of the “599” from Ignace to Savant Lake to
Pickle Lake is not only phenomenal, but in most cases so vivid and graphic in description that one sits mesmerized in the spell of the tale-weaver. Yes , it sounds like a tall-tale, but these events and the people described are real and documented.
Some of the events tell of great feats of daring-do and others of even greater feats of survival
against the harshness that mother nature can dish out this far north, and still other tell of individuals who
carved a life for themselves out of this pristine, unforgiving land. It is without reservation that this writer
states that a complete history of the 599 corridor should be compiled that includes all this information .
The charismatic folks that know the history should be tapped as a resource to aid in the compilation of a
true history of one route into the wilds of Norther Ontario. I, daresay, that it could teach us quite a bit
about the original settlers of this region and about the roots of civilization along this beautiful wilderness
corridor.

As stated, it was hard to zero in on a topic for a lure booklet, because by nature a lure booklet is developed to draw folks from ”Down South” up to our magnificent wilderness area. However, by revealing
some of the unique historical tales of the region, it may pique the interest of some individuals to come up
and just see for themselves what the “599” is all about!!
So come along and join me for a unique journey along the 599 corridor as it stretches from Ignace to
Savant Lake to Pickle Lake, and meet one of the most unique gentlemen that I have had the pleasure to
interview.

Since a means of transportation is a vital importance in the opening of a new wilderness area, I
have chosen to tell you about a most unique form of winter transportation that was used to supply the
gold mine towns of Central Patricia and Pickle Lake back in the 1930’s. I was able to speak personally
with a man that not only knows the history first hand, but actually made a living in his early years by operating the winter tractor train as it plied its route over lakes and portages from Savant Lake rail head
to the mining towns up north. This friendly, charismatic gentleman is Bill Koval of Pickle Lake, Ontario.
Billy has a tremendous memory of details information about the “train”. Details were also garnered
from his lovely wife, Mona Hooker-Koval, who was one of the first settlers in Pickle Lake. Mona’s father
worked for the Hudson Bay Company at its post up north, thus, the Hooker family are an integral part of
the history of the area.
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Early Travels On The 599 Corridor
Michael Vavra

Back to our story: With two working gold mines up north the rail transportation into Savant
Lake took on special meanings. The heavy supplies for the mines and food supplies for the people had
to get through. The trail up from Ignace to Savant Lake was also a source of supplies and most of those
were moved during the winter months by dog sled. Either way, the goods had to be shipped on up to
Pickle Lake, and the tractor train proved to be the best means at the time.
The trail had to be prepared first, and this task usually fell to Billy and his dad. Billy was in his
teens at the time and he remembers breaking the trails with snowshoes and horses. The lakes made
travel easier as long as the slush was not to bad. Thus the portages were the areas where the horses
came in handy for breaking and packing the trail.
Billy recounted an episode when he was 13 years old and he and his father went out to work on
the trails and one of the horses stepped out on the lake and fell through the ice, unfortunately the animal fell directly on a deadfall and punctured its chest cavity and subsequently died. After taking care of
the animal, they retraced their steps back to Savant Lake, only to discover that during their absence
the old Haverluck and Koval Hotel had burned to the ground. The hotel had stood on the present sight
of the grocery store in Savant Lake.
Once the trail was ready, the train was drawn up and it consisted of two TD-40 International/
McCormick Dearing tractors, 10 sleighs, and a caboose. The caboose held all perishable goods and
served as a place for the crew to eat and sleep. The crew consisted of four drivers and two brakeman
and these were divided into two teams of three. Two drivers and a brakeman drove the train for six
hours while the second crew slept, and they interchanged at six hour intervals for the remainder of the
journey. Billy stated that when your shift in the caboose was up there was no dawdling or fooling
around getting out of that warm bed– you were up and at’ em in minutes.
Once the sleighs were loaded with mining equipment, drums of fuel for the tractor , fresh meat
for the people, and other staple items like flour and sugar, the train was ready to depart. OOPS!, forgot
the caboose, it held the perishables like the vegetables and he beer. All this for the population of workers at the mines– a total of about 35 people most winters. Billy told of one winter that his father used
horses to pull a special load up the trail. The year was 1929, and his dad hauled 40 drums of aviation
fuel, the first in Pickle Lake, to supply on old Gypsy Moth aircraft that was used to plot the land claims
for the gold mines. Rough sketches were made by pencil while observing landmarks from the air. These
were later refined and submitted as the original gold claims for the two working mines.
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Early Travels On The 599 Corridor
Michael Vavra

The distance between Savant Lake and Pickle Lake was always figured at exactly 100 miles,
across 9 lakes and 17 portages. Depending on conditions, the trip by “train” could take anywhere from
24 hours to one month. Billy recounts the slush was the worst problem and he remembered that on one
trip they hit and bogged down in 2 feet of slush. They worked hard to free the sleighs and reach the portages and were successful most of the time. However, he did state that once they had to get planes in
to move the supplies north. The operation of the train under tough conditions called for some ingenuity
and an example of that task as that usually every morning the temperature reached its lowest and the
runners one the sleighs would actually stick to the ice on the lakes. In order to continue moving, the
crew would hook both tractors to just five sleighs and pull them to the portage, and return and pull the
remaining five to the same spot, reassemble the train and move on. This sounds easy while sitting at
my computer, near the wood stove, but it is hard to imagine with temperatures often reaching 40 degrees below zero.
Not all of the trips were relatively routine, Billy tells of one time when a pin broke on the tractor
and flew up and broke the casing of the fuel pump. One of the crew, that also handled the maintenance, soldered a piece of tin to the casing, replaced the pin and the tractor went on its way and in fact
became the most dependable one they had for quite a while after the incident.
Once the goods reached Pickle Lake, the goods were distributed to the mines and to the grocery
store and the return trip was planned for the next week or when more supplies would be needed. The
tractor train provided to be a dependable way to move goods to isolated communities during the winter months and the train from Savant Lake to Pickle Lake operated from about 1934-1955. Billy Koval
and his family worked the tractor train for all those years and his tales of the train could yield volumes.
This is just a sampling 0f the whole history of the tractor train along the 599 Corridor. As Paul Harvey
says, for “the rest of the story”, come on up to Pickle Lake and look him up – he can spin a yarn with the
best!!
I would like to thank my friends, Billy and Mona Koval for their time, their knowledge, and their
willingness to share their valuable memories with this author. I would also like to wish them a very happy 40th Wedding Anniversary set for June of 1995. They are a unique and wonderful couple that exhibit
the characteristics that it takes to carve out a living in the wilderness of Northwestern Ontario. Thank
you Billy and Mona for sharing some valuable time with me.
The Savant-Sturgeon Tourist Outfitters Association wants to thank you for picking up this booklet and we want to invite you to come north and visit this gateway corridor to Ontario’s last frontier. We
know that we have something that you will enjoy and we guarantee that you will meet some unique
and friendly people.
We want to also thank all our fellow community supporters for their ads and their ongoing support of the 599 Corridor. We would also like to thank the government agencies and individuals that
have made this publication a success story. It is through your assistance that we have grown from year
to year. Thank you one and all!!
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Pickle Lake Economic Development and Infrastructure Plan Survey

Your thoughts and opinions matter to us..
The Corporation of the Township of Pickle Lake has awarded concurrent, provincially funded
contracts to Northern Community Solutions, of Thunder Bay, to complete the Infrastructure
Development and Implementation Plan, in conjunction with Limestone Partners Canada, of
Little Current, who will complete the Airport Road Extension and Airport Opportunities Investigation and Feasibility Analysis. These two independent projects are now in full operation.
Both consulting teams have been asked to investigate the potential of expanded services
in Pickle Lake, including retail, warehousing, and other industrial opportunities. The reviews
will jointly analyze existing businesses, buildings, and Township infrastructure and make recommendations for expansion and/or redevelopment. The Township has also received additional funding to extend Airport Road to Highway 599, creating an access loop, thereby creating a second entrance to the downtown core. Lands adjacent to this secondary access route,
and the new construction to Highway 599, would provide a number of potential opportunities
for expanded development by adding a new commercial entry point to Pickle Lake.
As it relates to this project, we are asking for your support by completing the survey below. Your responses will remain entirely anonymous, and we appreciate your feedback, by
completing the survey, and as a "Thank You" each respondent will be eligible for a draw to win
a $50.00 gift card.
To fill in the survey, click:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/PickleLake2021
If you have comments or questions regarding this survey, please contact the Township of Pickle Lake offices, or email to ari@northerncommunitysolutions.ca.
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